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To study the adaptation of the current automobile design load of highway bridges in China in case of separation of passenger cars
and trucks, a statistical method is proposed in this paper to study the load data of special lanes for trucks. Four typical truck-based
lanes were selected as the study object, from which information of continuous truck feet was selected as the study of truck-specifc
lane load fow samples, and technical parameters of truck vehicles were determined. Finally, the load fow was introduced into
simply supported bridges and continuous bridges of diferent spans, and the load efect at the control section was calculated and
compared with the efect of the design load at the control section according to the current code. Te results show that under the
operation mode of “passenger car and truck separation,” when the truck feet passes through the simple support beam, the load
efect at the control section generally does not exceed the efect of the vehicle load calculated according to the code design load.
When the truck feet passes through the continuous beam, the midspan bending moment of the continuous beam side span and
the midspan bending moment of the middle span do not exceed the efect of the vehicle load calculated according to the code
design load. However, the bending moment efect of the continuous beam support section exceeds the efect of the vehicle load
calculated according to the design load of the code. To ensure the safety and durability of the bridge structure, the proposed lane
load standard value is increased by 1.1 times and rounded up from the current Highway Bridge and Culvert Design Code.

1. Introduction

Te vehicle loading, as one of the basic variable loads of the
bridge, is an important indicator for the design of highway
bridges. Based on actual data measured in the 1990s, China
[1] established standards for vehicle loads in the design of
highway bridges, taking into account actual conditions and
the needs of future development. Since the Chinese vehicle
load standards were developed from data actually measured
in the last century, some scholars [2] point out that the
adaptability of the current code design load model for
highway bridges in China to the actual operating vehicle load
model needs further study in the rapidly developing
transportation industry. Te Chinese “General Code for
Design of Highway Bridges and Culverts” (JTGD60-2015)

[3] also pointed out that “for the bridge and culvert with a
large proportion of heavy trafc in the trafc composition,
the vehicle load mode appropriate to the trafc composition
of the highway should be used for calculation.” Analysis of
vehicle loads and load efects on highway bridges, Nowak
and Szerszen [4] summarized and developed a method for
calculating the maximum bending moment and shear force
for diferent periods by investigating the measured vehicle
load data and extrapolating the maximum load efect from
1 day to 75 years. Cremona [5] proposed a superiority ftting
method based on Rice’s formula for ftting the tail data of the
vehicle load efect and then extrapolated the extreme values
of the vehicle load efect for diferent periods. Chan et al. and
Miao and Chan [6, 7] collected ten years of dynamic
weighing data in Hong Kong, determined the probability
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distribution functions of the relevant parameters, and de-
veloped a design vehicle load model for the Hong Kong
region. Fu and You [8] collected weighing data of vehicles
from three Chinese provinces in China and established a
load spectrum for bridge safety assessment and developed a
new method for assessing the values of vehicle load efects in
diferent periods, which was fnally applied to the actual
bridge reliability assessment. Caprani and Obrien [9] pro-
posed a method to determine the extreme values of load
efects by which the values of load efects for diferent pe-
riods were predicted to be more skewed but within a rea-
sonable range. O’Brien and Enright [10] studied the data
monitored at four weigh-in-motion in Europe and pointed
out the conclusion that the existing trafc load efects
exceeded the normative standard values. O’Brien and
Enright [11] investigated the efects of load efects generated
by random trafc on bridge damage for the dynamic
weighing data collected at fve European freeway sites. Zhao
and Tabatabai [12] investigated two-span and three-span
continuous beam bending moment and shear efects using a
large amount of truck data recorded by WIM and proposed
the use of a 5-axle single-unit truck model to complement
the existing standard licensed vehicles in Wisconsin.
McKinnon [13] analysed the impact of the increase of heavy
trucks in the UK on factors and calculated and analysed the
impact factors with the measured vehicle load data to obtain
the predicted vehicle weight. And, the study suggested to
further increase the maximum weight of trucks in the UK.
Leahy et al. [14] surveyed truck data from 17 dynamic
weighing stations in the U.S. and proposed a model to
modify the vehicle load criteria by evaluating the U.S. Liang
and Xiong [15] collected vehicle load data from a site in
China and found that as the trafc volume increased, and the
actual operating vehicle load efect exceeded 20% of the
design load calculated according to the code. Te study also
illustrated that localized bridge damage could occur in the
lanes where medium and large trucks are operating. Zhou-
hong et al. [16] found that the actual operating vehicle load
of highway bridges in Jiangsu Province was 1.46 times that of
the grade I vehicle load of current China’s specifcation,
based on the measured data of dynamic weighing of highway
in Jiangsu Province. In addition, uncertainty and reliability
theory is important for solving problems in uncertain en-
vironments to model real-world dynamical systems [17–19].
Jin and Zhu [20] provided the frst-hitting time theorem for
UFDE, on the basis of which Jin et al. [21] in 2020 analysed
and calculated the reliability index for second-order un-
certain circuits. Te above-given work is an important
reference for engineering reliability analysis and simulation
of random trafc fow on trafc roads.

However, these studies did not consider the efect of
vehicle loads on bridge structures when highway bridges are
set up with lanes for trucks. As of the end of 2020, China
owned 11,715,400 road-operated vehicles, of which
11,102,800 were cargo vehicles, and the proportion of cargo
vehicles in the total number of operating vehicles increased
in recent years [22]. As China’s freight cars are moving
toward larger and heavier vehicles, the impact of freight
vehicles on bridge structures is drawing the attention of

trafc management. Although the regulation of overloading
in China has been increasing, the number of overloaded
vehicles is also increasing. Overloaded vehicles often cause
serious structural damage to bridges, reducing structural life
and even bridge collapse [23, 24]. Another point is that when
a truck drives into the highway, the truck vehicle size large
easily obscures the view of small vehicles drivers, causing
trafc safety hazards [25–27]. Diferent mobility of pas-
senger cars and trucks, truck relatively low speed delays the
passage time of the bus, reducing the efciency of the passage
of the bus and also increased the probability of trafc ac-
cidents. In order to reasonably allocate road trafc resources,
improve trafc efciency and ensure trafc safety, some
scholars [28–30] proposed to adopt the operation mode of
“separation of passenger cars and trucks.” By separating the
passenger cars and trucks on the highway bridge, the vehicle
load model applicable to the passenger car lane and the truck
lane is established. Since the current “General Specifcation
for Highway Bridge and Culvert Design” (JTGD60-2015) [3]
in China was formulated on the basis of the trafc operation
mode of mixed passenger and freight trafc, there is no clear
provision for the standard value of vehicle load for truck-
only lanes yet. All the load fow data research can only
originate from the existing load fow data of mixed passenger
and freight trafc. How to get the load fow data of the truck-
only lane by processing the existing data to meet the actual
situation is the basis for the design and research of the bridge
separation of passenger cars and trucks.

In order to achieve a diferentiated supply service for
passenger cars and trucks, transport efciency was improved
and the way for research into dedicated lanes for autono-
mous driving was paved; research has been carried out in
Shandong province into separate highways for passenger
cars and trucks as China has not yet developed vehicle load
standards for lanes dedicated to trucks. And, there are few
studies in the literature on the adaptability of vehicle loads
on highway bridges to current codes in the case of setting up
dedicated lanes for lorries. Terefore, the research done in
this paper provides a reference for the development of ve-
hicle load standard values for special lanes for trucks in
China. Te paper is based on the measured load fow data
and statistical analysis of vehicle parameters such as vehicle
type, vehicle weight, and axle weight, respectively, from
which a continuous truck feet was selected for the study of
vehicle load model of trucks exclusive lane of trucks. On this
basis, a random trafc fowmodel was developed to calculate
the load efects generated by the random trafc fow through
diferent bridges and compare them with the vehicle load
efects calculated by the code design loads. Finally, the
standard value of truckload standard increase coefcient was
proposed to provide a reference basis for the relevant de-
partments to develop the standard value of truckload. Te
rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 completes
the statistical analysis of each parameter of the measured
vehicle loads. Section 3 establishes the stochastic trafc fow
model for the truck-only lane based on the statistical results.
Section 4 calculates and analyses the load efects generated
by the random trafc fow through the bridge. Section 5
proposes the improvement factor of the standard value of
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vehicle load for the truck-only lane according to the analysis
results. Section 6 concludes the paper. Section 7 content for
future work and direction.

2. Statistical Analysis of Measured Vehicle
Load Parameters

Firstly, statistical analysis of each parameter of the measured
vehicle load was needed to establish the vehicle load model
of the special lane for trucks in line with the actual operating
conditions. Tis section is based on 11 lanes of actual
measurement data collected by the highway weighing
equipment of a regional highway in Hebei Province, from
which four lanes of truck-based data were selected as
samples, and statistical analysis of the relevant technical
parameters was carried out.

2.1. Vehicle Composition. Te vehicle type ratio refects the
vehicle load characteristics on each lane. Te paper classifed
the vehicles of diferent lanes according to the number of
vehicle axles and calculated the ratio of the number of ve-
hicles corresponding to each axle to the total number of
vehicles in that lane, as shown in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, the number of two-axle
vehicles in lanes 00102 and 00103 accounts for 91.4% and
77.9% of the total number of vehicles in this lane, respec-
tively, and is typical lanes for small cars. 00105, 00107, 00108,
and 00110 have six-axle vehicles accounting for more than
half of the total number of vehicles in this lane and are
freight lanes dominated by trucks. 00104.00106, 00109,
00111, and 00112 lanes in the two-axle vehicles and six-axle
vehicles are basically equal, as a mixed lane for passengers
and goods.

Te data of four typical freight lanes, 00105, 00107,
00108, and 00110, were selected as samples for the analysis of
truck vehicle load characteristics in this paper initially.

2.2. Gross Vehicle and Cargo Weight. Te gross vehicle
weight in this article includes the total mass of the vehicle
and the loaded cargo. Te vehicle loads of each lane were
classifed according to the gross vehicle and cargo weight.
Te number of vehicles in diferent vehicle weight ranges
was calculated as a percentage of the total number of vehicles
in that lane, as shown in Table 2.

Vehicle weight analysis shows that the number of ve-
hicles less than 3 tons in lanes 00102 and 00103 accounts for
77.97% and 62.17% of the total number of this lane, re-
spectively, which is a typical lane for small cars and small
trucks. Te number of vehicles exceeding 49 tons in lanes
00105, 00107, 00108, and 00110 accounted for 42.42%,
49.55%, 68.6%, and 47.48% of the total number of vehicles in
this lane, respectively, making it a typical heavy overload
lane [31]. Te number of vehicles exceeding 49 tons in lanes
00104, 00106, 00109, 00111, and 00112 are all between 30%
and 40% and are lightly overloaded mixed fow lanes for
passenger cars and trucks. Tus, the data of four typical
freight lanes, 00105, 00107, 00108, and 00110, were selected
as samples for the vehicle load characteristics analysis of the

paper. Te number of vehicles exceeding 49 tons in lanes
00104, 00106, 00109, 00111, and 00112 are all between 30%
and 40% and are lightly overloaded mixed passenger and
freight lanes.

In order to visualize the distribution of vehicle weight in
each lane to determine the probability distribution char-
acteristics of vehicle weight in the sample data. Te time
period of 0 : 00∼24 : 00 onMay 15, 2011, was chosen to count
the vehicle loads, and the relationship between the gross
vehicle weight and the number of vehicles for all vehicle
types in the four lanes was plotted, as shown in Figure 1. Te
frequency distribution plots of the gross vehicle weight of
diferent vehicle types in the four lanes indicate a multi-
peaked distribution of vehicle loads [32], which can be seen
as a result of the vehicle loads being a combination of
diferent types of vehicles. To further understand the
overload situation of diferent types of vehicles in each lane,
the number of diferent types of overloaded vehicles in the
four lanes as a percentage of the total number of vehicles in
that lane was counted in conjunction with our current
norms [33], as shown in Table 3.

Combining Figure 1 with Table 3, it can be seen that the
three peaks of vehicle load on lane 00105 occur roughly at
3.70 tons, 18.89 tons, and 50.97 tons.Te frst peak can show
small cars, the second peak can show medium-sized cargo
cars or unloaded large trucks, and the third peak can show
overloaded large trucks. It far exceeds not only the speci-
fcation of the six-axle vehicle load limit of 49 tons [33] but
also the number of overloaded vehicles of six axles accounts
for about 42.29% of the total number of vehicles in the lane,
and the overloading phenomenon is serious.

Similarly, the three peaks of the vehicle load on lane
00107 appear roughly at 4.04 tons, 37.27 tons, and 53.16 tons.
Te frst peak can indicate a small truck, the second peak can
indicate a large truck without overload, and the third peak
can indicate a large truck with overload. And, the number of
overloaded six-axle vehicles accounts for about 44.35% of
the total number of vehicles in the lane, and the overloading
phenomenon is also very serious. Te three peaks of vehicle
load on lane 00108 appear roughly at 2.97 tons, 19.41 tons,
and 52.80 tons. Te frst peak can indicate small cars, the
second peak can indicate medium-sized cargo vehicles, and
the third peak can indicate overloaded large trucks. And, the
number of overloaded six-axle vehicles accounts for about
63.41% of the total number of vehicles in the lane, and the
overloading phenomenon is extremely serious. Te three
peaks of vehicle load on lane 00110 occur roughly at 2.85
tons, 17.51 tons, and 52.10 tons. Te frst peak can indicate a
small car, the second peak can indicate a medium-sized
cargo vehicle, and the third peak can indicate an overloaded
large truck. And the number of overloaded six-axle vehicles
accounts for about 41.21% of the total number of vehicles in
this lane, and the overloading phenomenon is serious.

2.3. Vehicle Load Probability Distribution Model and
Characteristics. Vehicle composition and vehicle weight
analysis results show that: 00105, 00107, 00108, and 00110
lanes are dominated by six-axle vehicles, and the number of
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overloaded six-axle vehicles accounts for a high proportion
of the total number of vehicles in this lane, which has a
greater impact on the safety of the highway bridge structure
[34]. Terefore, it is necessary to study the most adverse
efects of the loads generated by the truck-dominated lanes
trucks passing through the bridge. Now, the number of
vehicle axles is used as the basis for classifcation, and the
probability distribution of vehicle load is ftted to the four
lanes with diferent vehicle types.

Te probabilistic characterization of statistical data
usually begins with its histogram. By observing the histo-
gram of statistical data, the characteristics of the distribution
are generally understood, and then a suitable probability
model is selected to ft the distribution and determine its
fnal probability distribution. Te purpose of ftting the
curve is to estimate the values of the parameters that best
describe the data and thus determine the expression of the
function. And the process of ftting a nonlinear curve is
usually described as follows:

(1) An initial function curve is frst generated from the
initial values

(2) Iteratively adjusting the parameter values to bring
the data points closer to the curve

(3) Stop when the minimum distance reaches a stopping
criterion, bringing the curve closer to the points on
the data and calculating the best parameter values

Te Levenberg–Marquardt (L-M) algorithm is a com-
monly used iterative algorithm that combines the
Gauss–Newton method with the steepest descent method.
Te algorithm is applicable to the ftting of nonlinear curves.
Te numerical solution of the nonlinear minimisation is
determined by a fnite number of iterations when the result
is achieved. And, the conformity of the curve to the cor-
responding probability distribution and the goodness of the
ft can be determined in several following ways:

(1) Te Reduced Chi-square value, which is also called
Scale Error with square, is equal to the sum of
squared residuals (RSS) divided by the degrees of
freedom. Typically, it indicates the degree of direct
diference between the observed and ftted values. A
Reduced Chi-square value close to 1 indicates a good
ft, which means that the diference between the
observed and ftted data is consistent with the error
variance.

(2) R2 value is called the coefcient of determination. It
is calculated as shown in equation (1). Te closer the
ft is to the data points, the closer the R2 is to a value
of 1, but a larger value of R2 does not necessarily
mean a better ft, as degrees of freedom also afect
this value.

R
2

� 1 −
RSS
TSS

. (1)

Here, RSS is the residual sum of squares; TSS is the
total sum of squares.

(3) Te adjusted R2 value, which takes into account
degrees of freedom, is a better measure of the ft.

R
2

� 1 −
RSS/dfError
TSS/dfTotal

. (2)

In this paper, the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is
used for parameter estimation. Te maximum number of
iterations set in this paper is 400 and the iterations are

Table 1: Percentage of diferent vehicles in diferent lanes.

Lane number
Percentage of the number of vehicle types in the total number of vehicles in each lane (%)

Two axle Tree axle Four axle Five axle Six axle Seven axle
00102 91.4 2.7 1.3 0.3 3.8 0
00103 77.9 4.8 3.9 1.2 11.9
00104 37.2 11.6 11.1 4.2 34.9
00105 24.5 7.1 7.1 7.4 56.2
00106 38.6 8.5 10.0 6.2 36.4
00107 20.0 5.8 16.6 5.0 52.0 0.4
00108 13.8 5.2 5.0 6.3 68.8
00109 35.9 7.3 10.1 6.9 39.0
00110 27.0 7.2 9.6 5.2 50.0
00111 39.4 7.8 7.8 4.6 39.7
00112 26.2 5.1 8.5 16.5 39.4

Table 2: Percentage of vehicles in diferent vehicle weight ranges by
lane (vehicle weight in tons).

Lane number

Number of vehicles in diferent vehicle weight
ranges as a percentage of the total number of

vehicles in the respective lane (%)
<3 3∼10 10∼20 20∼30 30∼40 40∼49

00102 77.97 4.04 10.15 3.08 1.23 0.62
00103 62.17 5.90 9.91 5.54 3.13 2.33
00104 10.85 9.25 18.15 12.99 10.50 7.47
00105 6.41 7.63 11.90 9.56 7.63 11.45
00106 10.53 11.83 16.37 12.04 10.67 6.87
00107 7.14 5.80 9.82 9.38 16.96 8.48
00108 4.07 3.49 7.85 7.27 4.65 8.14
00109 11.62 14.29 16.59 12.18 10.36 12.32
00110 8.81 7.73 13.85 12.23 9.17 9.53
00111 9.45 6.30 26.77 12.20 11.02 13.00
00112 15.86 8.28 14.48 8.28 15.17 14.48
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Figure 1: Histogram of the frequency distribution of vehicle loads for diferent lanes. (a) Lane 00105. (b) Lane 00107. (c) Lane 001008. (d)
Lane 00110.

Table 3: Percentage of diferent vehicles in diferent lanes.

Lane number
Percentage of the number of vehicle type in the total number of vehicles in each lane (%)

Two axle Tree axle Four axle Five axle Six axle Seven axle
00102 91.4 2.7 1.3 0.3 3.8
00103 77.9 4.8 3.9 1.2 11.9
00104 37.2 11.6 11.1 4.2 34.9
00105 24.5 7.1 7.1 7.4 56.2
00106 38.6 8.5 10.0 6.2 36.4
00107 20.0 5.8 16.6 5.0 52.0 0.4
00108 13.8 5.2 5.0 6.3 68.8
00109 35.9 7.3 10.1 6.9 39.0
00110 27.0 7.2 9.6 5.2 50.0
00111 39.4 7.8 7.8 4.6 39.7
00112 26.2 5.1 8.5 16.5 39.4
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stopped when the Reduced Chi-square value reaches 1 ×

10− 9.
Taking lane 00105 as an example, the ftted curves of the

gross vehicle and cargo weights of the six-axle trucks on this
lane are as shown in Figure 2.Temodel converged after fve
iterations after parameter estimation and goodness-of-ft
tests. At a signifcance level of 0.05, the six-axle truck vehicle
weight consistently obeyed the single-peaked distribution
based on the Gaussian model, and the ftting formula was
shown in the following equation:

f(x) � 0.848 +
423.64

7.51 ·
���
π/2

√ exp − 2 ·
(x − 51.36)

2

7.512
 . (3)

Here, f(x) is the probability density function of the
gross vehicle and cargo weight; x is the gross vehicle and
cargo weight (tons); Mean value μ � 51.36; Standard devi-
ation σ � 3.76; Reduced Chi-sqr� 1.994; R2 � 0.9901; the
adjusted R2 � 0.98739.

Similarly, the vehicle loads of the remaining models on
lane 00105 were ftted and goodness-of-ft tests to obtain the
type of vehicle weight distribution for each model. Te
probability distribution of the gross vehicle and cargo weight
of the two-axle car obeys the Allometricl distribution, and
the probability distribution of the gross vehicle and cargo
weight of the three-axle car, four-axle car, and fve-axle car
obey the single-peaked Gauss distribution, and the ftted
curve shows in Figure 3. Te results of the correlation ft for
each model are shown in Table 4.

2.4. Axle Weight. In order to further study the axle weight
distribution ratio of diferent vehicle models on the four
lanes, the measured axles weight data were used as the basis
for statistical collation of all vehicle axles weights on the four
lanes. On this basis, the proportion of axle weight allocated
to each vehicle model was summarized, as shown in Table 5.

2.5.Wheelbase. Tewheelbase information of the vehicles in
theWIM data was statistically analysed, and the types of axle
groups that appeared particularly infrequently were dis-
carded. And, combined with China’s “Limits of Dimensions,
Axle Load and Masses of Motor Vehicles, and Trailers and
Combination Vehicles” (GB1589-2016) [33], the wheelbase
information of several models required in the study of this
paper was obtained, and the fnal results are shown in
Table 6.

2.6. Headway. Since the data of this survey came from the
weight charge data of highway toll stations, its vehicle axle
weight, vehicle weight, and other information are more
accurate, but the headway time distance does not refect the
general running state of the vehicle [3]. Research [1, 35] has
shown that the information of each vehicle parameter can be
considered as mutually independent random variables in the
vehicle load model. Terefore, this study was based on the
original weight-based tolling system, and the headway on a
highway truck running lane was investigated in the feld by
recording the headway of each vehicle arriving at a certain

section of the road. Owing to this paper mainly studying the
automobile load efect of bridge structure under general
operation conditions, the trafc jam condition was not
considered for the time being. Te ftted distribution of
headway for each lane was shown in Figure 4.

As an example, the headway of lane 00105 was statistically
analysed.Te vehicle loads counted from0 : 00 to 24 : 00 onMay
15, 2011were selected, and the relationship between the number
of vehicles and the headway time distance was shown in
Figure 4(a). Te model converged after nine iterations after
parameter estimation and goodness-of-ft tests. At a signifcance
level of 0.05, the distribution appears to be characterized by a
single peak distribution based on the Lognormalmodel, and the
ftting formula is shown in equation (4). Te results relating to
the goodness of ft of each function are shown in Table 7.

f(x) � 8.93 × 10− 5
+

2.22
���
2π

√
· 0.73x

· exp
− [ln (x/5.83)]

2

2 × 0.732
 .

(4)

Here, f(x) is the probability density function of the
headway; x is the headway (s); Mean value μ � 5.83; Stan-
dard deviation σ � 7.60. As can be seen in Figure 4(a), the
number of vehicles increases and then decreases within
1∼36 s, with the peak occurring when the headway is 3.75 s.
In the headway spacing of the 1∼12 s range, vehicles are
more and more densely arranged; in the headway spacing of
the 12∼36 s range, the number of vehicles is less and it tends
to fatten out, the efect of headway spacing on the most
unfavorable load of small and medium span bridge structure
in this range has been little efect.

3. The Truck Special Lane Vehicle Load Model

3.1. Truck Load Modelling Method. It is inappropriate to
study the truckload model method on the trucks special lane
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Figure 2: Fitted probability distribution of gross vehicle and cargo
weight for six-axle vehicle.
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directly with the load fow data of mixed car and truck
because the load fow data of mixed car and truck contains
all the vehicle types on the bridge and cannot refect the load
fow situation of the trucks special lane. Considering that
there are no actual operating highway bridges in China
where passenger cars and trucks drive separately, the load
fow data of lanes for special trucks cannot be directly re-
trieved as samples. Terefore, in order to study the efect of
the load fow of the truck lane on the bridge, the four truck-

based mixed passenger and cargo load fow data were used as
samples. Ten, the continuous truck feet was selected from
the original data to study the distribution law of its gross
vehicle weight and headway time distance. Finally, the
random trafc fow model is constructed and the resulting
load efects are calculated. Te advantage of using this
method for data processing was that the data were handled,
taking into account the actual trafc conditions, and data
such as passenger cars were removed to make the sample
data more consistent with the research needs of passenger
cars and truck separation.

3.2. Representative Vehicles. Combined with the model
composition and vehicle load statistical analysis, considering
the four lanes on the number of six-axle vehicles accounted
for the total number of vehicles in this lane proportion have
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Figure 3: Histogram of the frequency distribution of vehicle loads for diferent lanes. (a) Two-axle vehicles. (b)Tree-axle vehicles. (c) Four-
axle vehicle. (d) Five-axle vehicle.

Table 4: Results related to goodness of ft.

Vehicle type Two-axle Tri-axle Four-axle Five-axle
Reduced Chi-sqr 8.04395 13.60317 23.24337 39.39197
R2 0.85295 0.96455 0.94588 0.94488
Adjusted R2 0.83457 0.91137 0.90529 0.88976
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exceeded 50%, and the proportion of overloaded six-axle
vehicles in each lane is more than 40%. Terefore, the six-
axle vehicle can be used as the representative model of the
special lane for trucks.

3.3. Axis Weight Distribution Ratio. Since the weight distri-
bution ratio of each axle for the same vehicle model with the
same axle group type on the road is very random, it is also very
complicated to build a separate axle weight distribution ratio
model to apply to the study. In order to simplify the axle weight
distribution ratiomodel, the axle weight distribution ratio of the
six-axle vehicle is determined as 0.05 for the front axle, 0.35 for
the twin axle, and 0.6 for the triple axles as the axle weight
distribution of the six-axle vehicle based on the study in Section
2.4.

3.4. Wheelbase. Based on the above-given statistical results
for the vehicle wheelbase, the vehicle model and the impact
line lay down were simplifed to calculate the most adverse
load efect. Te vehicle wheelbase of the six-axle vehicle was
determined as 3300 + 1300 + 7200 + 1300 + 1300 (mm) in
this study.

3.5. ProbabilityModel of Gross Vehicle and CargoWeight and
Headway. According to the method of vehicle load model
construction for truck-specifc lanes, the load fow data of
continuous truck feets were selected to study the probability
distribution of their gross vehicle and cargo weight and
headway.

Taking lane 00105 as an example, the ftted curves for
the vehicle loads of the continuous truck feet are shown
below. Te model converged after eleven iterations after
parameter estimation and goodness-of-ft tests. At a
signifcance level of 0.05, the Gaussian distribution is
obeyed, as shown in Figure 5(b), and as shown in the
following equation:

f(x) � 1.22 +
408.31

6.88 ·
���
π/2

√ · exp − 2 ·
(x − 51.51)

2

6.882
 . (5)

In equation (5), f(x) is the probability density function
of the gross vehicle weight; x is the gross vehicle weight
(tons); Mean value μ � 51.51; Standard deviation σ � 3.76.
And, Reduced Chi-sqr� 2.52976; R2 � 0.98807; the adjusted
R2 � 0.98481.

Table 6: Vehicle wheelbase information statistics.

Vehicle type Vehicle axle type Vehicle wheelbase (mm)

Two-axle vehicle 4050/4200/4700/530

Tree-axle vehicle 1950 + 5350

Four-axle vehicle 1850 + 4600 + 1350

Five-axle vehicle 3500 + 6830 + 1310 + 1310

Six-axle vehicle 300 + 1300 + 7190 + 1310 + 1310

Table 5: Te proportion of axle weight of each model.

Vehicle type Axles 1 Axles 2 Axles 3 Axles 4 Axles 5 Axles 6
Two-axle 0.3 0.7
Triaxle 0.15 0.2 0.65
Four-axle 0.15 0.15 0.35 0.35
Five-axle 0.1 0.25 0.216 0.217 0.217
Six-axle 0.05 0.175 0.175 0.2 0.2 0.2
axles 1, axles 2, axles 3, axles 4, axles 5, and axles 6 in the order from the front to the rear of the vehicle.
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Te ftted curves for the headway of consecutive lorries
on lane 00105 are shown below, giving a lognormal dis-
tribution by parameter estimation and K–S test, as shown in
Figure 5(b), and as shown in the following equation:

f(x) � 0.14 +
1.97

���
2π

√
· 0.75x

· exp
− [ln (x/5.74)]

2

2 × 0.752
 . (6)

Here, f(x) is the probability density function of the
headway; x is the headway (s); Mean value μ � 5.74; Standard

deviation σ � 6.52; Reduced Chi-sqr� 5.94151; R2� 0.99554;
the adjusted R2� 0.9942.

3.6. Monte Carlo Method to Generate Random Trafc Flow
CorrelationParameters. Based on the study of the vehicle load
model for the truck-only lane, the vehicle load and the headway
time distance are treated as two mutually independent random
variables. And, random numbers obeying their respective
probability distributions are generated according to the Monte
Carlo method [36–38], as shown in Figure 6. After the
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Figure 4: Distribution of headway ftting for each lane. (a) Lane 00105. (b) Lane 00107. (c) Lane 001008. (d) Lane 00110.

Table 7: Results related to goodness of ft.

Lane number 00105 00107 00108 00110
Reduced Chi-sqr 0.68504 3.58826 0.66789 1.22686
R2 0.98971 0.9696 0.99112 0.98145
Adjusted R2 0.9875 0.9547 0.9887 0.97798
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combination, they are randomly disrupted and arranged on the
girders according to the given axle weight distribution ratio as
well as the axle spacing to simulate the random load fow
through the bridge.

4. Truck Special Lane Truck Load
Effect Calculation

Te random trafc fow generated by the Monte Carlo
method was imported into the impact line, and the load fow

was moved forward in certain steps using the moving load
impact line loading method to record the impact values
generated by each vertical load in each state. Ten, the value
of the load efect on the control section of the bridge was
calculated until the loading stopped when the last vehicle of
the load fow left the bridge. Finally, the maximum efect in
every 30 states is screened out and the probability density
analysis of the daily maximum efect was performed.

Before the development of “General Specifcation for
Highway Bridge Culverts” (JTG D60-2015) [3] in China, the
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Figure 5: Fitting distribution of relevant parameters for continuous truck feet in lane 00105. (a) Probability density distribution of vehicle
loads. (b) Probability density distribution of headway.
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Figure 6: Monte Carlo method for generating continuous truck feet load fow parameters. (a) Random number generated by vehicle load.
(b) Random number generated by headway.
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“Reliability Study of Highway Bridges” was conducted by the
“Highway Bridge Vehicle Load Research” group, and the
statistical laws of vehicle load efects in China were also
studied. In the statistical analysis of vehicle load efects, the
researchers did not collect load information for cars within
one year. Due to the limited data, the researchers assumed
that “the change in vehicle operating conditions over the
course of a year would not be signifcant.”Terefore, the cut-
of distribution of the one-day maximum of the load efect is
considered as the cut-of distribution of the one-year
maximum of the load efect, so that the relationship between
the distribution of the maximum of the load efect and the
distribution of the daily maximum of the load efect during
the design reference period is obtained. Te specifc analysis
methods are as follows.

Dimensionless parameter K is taken as the statistical
object of vehicle load.Te formula for calculating K is shown
in the following equation:

K �
S

SK

. (7)

Here, S is the efect value of control section calculated
according to the load fow arranged on the bridge; SK is the
most unfavorable efect value of the control section under
the current highway bridge design code for highway class I
load; K is the ratio of S and SK and KSQ is the 0.95 quantile
value of the probability distribution function of the maxi-
mum efect ratio of S and SK in the design base period. By
replacing the probability distribution of the annual maxi-
mum efect ratio with the probability distribution of the
daily maximum efect ratio, the probability distribution of
the maximum efect ratio of the load efect within the design
reference period is calculated as shown in equation (6). Te
design base period for bridges in China is 100 years.

FT KSQ  � F(K)
T

� F(K)
100

.
(8)

Terefore, the calculation of the value of KSQ at
FT(KSQ) � 0.95 quantile can be translated into the value of
K at the quantile where F(K) � 0.951/100. Te value of KSQ

can be calculated by analyzing the distribution function of
the maximum value of the daily maximum efect ratio. A
similar approach was taken due to the limited data in this
paper.

4.1. Simply Supported Beam. Select simply supported beams
with spans of 10m, 13m, 16m, 20m, 25m, 30m, 35m, 40m,
45m, and 50m as samples and calculate the value of load
efect generated by the control section when the load fow
passes through the simply supported beam. Simply sup-
ported beams with span diameters of 10m, 13m, 16m, 20m,
25m, 30m, 35m, 40m, 45m, and 50m were selected as
samples, and then the span moment and branch shear force
of the simply supported beam were calculated when the load
fowed over the simply supported beam.

Taking the lane 00105 as an example, the value of the
load efect produced by the bearing section of a simply
supported beam with a span diameter of 30m under the
action of random trafc is calculated. And, compared with
the efect of carload action calculated according to the
code design load, the probability distribution of the daily
maximum efect ratio was drawn. Te frequency histo-
gram and cumulative frequency distribution of the ratio of
the daily maximum efect of the shear force at the support
point of the 30m simply supported beam are shown in
Figure 7.

Te probability density expression is shown in the fol-
lowing equation:

f(x) � 0.724 +
9.203

0.174 ×
���
π/2

√ × exp − 2 ×
(x − 0.737)

2

0.17422
 .

(9)

Here, f(x) is the probability density function of the
pivot shear ratio; x is the pivot shear ratio; Mean value μ �

0.737; Standard deviation σ � 0.0870; KSQ � 1.028σ � 6.52;
Reduced Chi-sqr� 7.1066; R2 � 0.97885; the adjusted
R2 � 0.96827.

Te cumulative frequency distribution function formula
is shown in the following equation:

y � 98.539 +
2.421 − 98.569

1 + exp (x − 0.685/0.0408)
. (10)

Here, y is the cumulative probability distribution
function for the pivot shear ratio; x is the pivot shear ratio.

Similarly, the pivot point shear forces and midspan
bending moments generated by a continuous truck convoy
on four lanes passing through simply supported beams of
diferent spans are calculated. Te ratio of these to the load
efect produced at the control section by the design load
according to the current code is calculated. Te KSQ value at
the 0.95 quantile of the maximum distribution function
during the design base period was calculated by parameter
estimation.

In order to make the statistical results more intuitive, the
calculated results are plotted on the coordinate axes for
statistical analysis, where the horizontal coordinate is the
span diameter of the simply supported beam and the vertical
coordinate is the ratio of the control section efect, as shown
in Figure 8.

As shown previously in 00105 lane, continuous truck
feet through the span diameter of 10m, 25m, 30m, and
35m simple beam, the span bending moment appeared KSQ

greater than 1 and the pivot point shear in the simple beam
span diameter of 30m and 35m also appeared KSQ greater
than 1; in 00107 lane, continuous truck feet through the
span diameter of 30m simple beam and the span bending
moment appeared KSQ greater than 1; in 00108 lane, 00110
lane on the continuous truck feet of load efects were not
more than according to the current code design load at the
control section of the efect.

Te KSQ at the same control section of the simple-
supported beam of diferent spans of the four lanes are
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summed and averaged. Finally, the average value of KSQ at
each control section of the four lane continuous truck
convoy through the simply supported beam is obtained, as
shown in Table 8.

4.2. Continuous Beams. Bridge spans of 3 × 20m, 3 × 25m,
3 × 30m, 3 × 35m, and 3 × 40m were chosen as the three-
span continuous girders to calculate the value of the load
efect produced by the control section of the continuous
girders when the load fow passed. Tus, the midspan
bending moment of the side span, the midspan bending
moment of the middle span, and the bearing section
bending moment are calculated. Ten, the ratio of the
efect of the vehicle load was calculated with the current
code design load. Finally, the probability distribution
model of the ratio of the maximum daily efect was
drawn.

For example, when the continuous truck feet passes
through the 3 × 25m continuous girder bridge, the fre-
quency histogram of the ratio of the daily maximum efect of
the span moment at the midspan of the bridge is shown in
Figure 9.

Te probability density expression is shown in the fol-
lowing equation:

f(x) � 1.881 +
3.966

0.0675 ×
���
π/2

√ × exp − 2 ×
(x − 0.693)

2

0.1742
 .

(11)

Here, f(x) is probability density function of the mid-
span moment ratio for the middle span of the continuous
beam; x is the midspan moment ratio for the middle span of
the continuous beam; Mean value μ � 0.693; Standard

deviation σ � 0.0338; KSQ � 0.803; Reduced Chi-
sqr� 4.5785; R2 � 0.98447; the adjusted R2 � 0.97781.

Te cumulative frequency distribution function formula
is shown in the following equation:

y � 93.129 +
− 0.290 − 93.129

1 + exp (x − 0.668/0.0235)
. (12)

Here, y is the cumulative probability distribution
function of themidspanmoment ratio for themiddle span of
the continuous beam; x is of the midspan moment ratio for
the middle span of the continuous beam.

Te values of the load efects produced by the control
section when continuous trucks pass through the contin-
uous beam of diferent spans on the four lanes are counted.
And, then their efects are calculated and compared with
those produced by the design loads at the control section
according to the current code. Te KSQ value at the 0.95
quantile of the maximum distribution function during the
design base period was calculated by parameter estimation.
In order to make the statistical results more intuitive, the
calculated results are plotted in the coordinate axes for
statistical analysis, with the horizontal coordinate being the
span diameter of the continuous beam and the vertical
coordinate being the control section efect ratio, as shown in
Figure 10.

From Figure 10, it can be seen that the load efect
generated on the bearing section of the continuous truck
convoy passing through the three-span continuous beam at
lane 00105 has exceeded the code efect. And, the load efect
is greater than 1 at the middle of the span of the 3 × 30m
continuous girder side span. At lane 00107, the load efect
generated by a continuous truck feet passing through a
three-span continuous beam on its support section has
largely exceeded the normative efect, where KSQ � 0.9911 at
the 0.95 percentile value of the moment ratio at the support
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Figure 7: Daily maximum support shear ratio probability distribution for simply supported beams. (a) Frequency histogram. (b) Cu-
mulative frequency distribution histogram.
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section of a continuous beam with a span of 3 × 30m. In
lanes 00108 and 00110, the load efect on the support section
of the continuous truck feet passing through the three-span
continuous beam has basically exceeded the efect of the
vehicle load calculated according to the code design load.
Te midspan span midbending moment and the side span
midbending moment in general do not exceed the load efect
produced by the code.

Finally, the average value of KSQ at each control section
can be obtained by summing the KSQ of the same control
section of the four lanes of diferent span continuous beams,
as shown in Table 9.

5. Results and Discussion

Based on the analysis of the above data, it can be seen that in
the case of passenger car and truck separation, when the
continuous truck passes through the simply supported
beam, the average KSQ values of the bearing shear ratio and
the span moment ratio are less than 1, which are 0.8941 and
0.9085, respectively. It shows that with the current con-
tinuous truck data as the load fow sample for truck-only
lanes, the efect produced on the simply supported girders
will generally not exceed the vehicle load efect specifed in
the code. However, the individual span of the simply
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Figure 8: Ratio of maximum efect of control section for random vehicle fow across simply supported beam.

Table 8: Mean value of KSQ for each control section after
consolidation.

Lane number Pivot sections Midspan section
00105 0.9430 0.9315
00107 0.8825 0.8900
00108 0.8736 0.9094
00110 0.8774 0.9031
Average value 0.8971 0.9085
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Figure 9: Probability distribution of the daily maximum moment ratio of the midspan section of the middle span of the continuous beam.
(a) Frequency histogram. (b) Cumulative frequency distribution histogram.
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Figure 10: Ratio of maximum efect of control section for random vehicle fow through continuous beam.
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supported girder bridge appears in the calculation analysis to
be greater than 1, which should be noted in the design.

When the continuous truck passes through the
continuous beam, the average value of KSQ at the 0.95
quantile of the probability distribution of the maximum
ratio of the span moment of the side span and the span
moment of the middle span in the design reference period
is less than 1, which are 0.8469 and 0.7849, respectively. It
shows that the load fow samples of the current contin-
uous truck data as a truck-only lane will not produce the
efect of the span moment of the side span and the span
moment of the middle span on the continuous beam in
excess of the vehicle load efect specifed in the code.
However, the average value of KSQ at the 0.95 quantile of
the probability distribution of the maximum ratio of the
bearing section bending moment in the design reference
period is greater than 1 for 1.0772. It shows that the load
fow sample of the current continuous truck data as the
lane for trucks has produced a load efect on the con-
tinuous girders that exceeds the vehicle load efect cal-
culated by the code design load. It may eventually cause
adverse efects on the safety of the bridge structure in use.

In the current Chinese design code for highway bridges
(JTGD60-2015) [3] the vehicle loads are divided into lane loads
and vehicle loads.Te lane loads are used to calculate the design
criteria for diferent span sizes of live loads, while the vehicle
loads are used for local calculations. Te lane load consists of a
uniform load qk and a concentrated load pk. Te vehicle load
used for our motorways is a highway class I. Te specifc values
are shown in Table 10.

When the bridge structure is in a small elastic defor-
mation range, the load efect produced by the load acting on
the bridge is proportional to the magnitude of the load value.
Te proportionality factor is independent of the load and is
only related to the location of the load and the type of bridge
structure. In general, bridges are assumed to be in a state of
elastic deformation in the design of bridge structures.

Terefore, according to the calculation method of car-
load in this paper, a bridge design load efect is calculated as
shown in the following equation:

S � qA + Py. (13)

Here, A indicates the area of the infuence line within the
range of the uniform load; y indicates the value of the vertical
scale of the infuence line at the concentration of the load;
the uniform load q and the concentrated load P are the
recommended value of the vehicle load in the code.

Typically, once the bridge type has been determined, the
load efect infuence line function has a unique expression and
the load arrangement that produces themost adverse load efect
is determined.Terefore, A and y in equation (13) are constant,
while the uniform load q and the concentrated load P can also
be determined according to the code. In order to achieve the
purpose of this paper to correct the standard values of the
current lane loads, an equal proportional correction is made to
the regulated lane loads. By introducing a correction factor k for
q and P, the vehicle load efect is calculated as shown in the
following equation:

S � k(qA + Py). (14)

Te calculation of the correction coefcient can be referred
to the treatment of the subject group “Research on vehicle loads
on road bridges” in China. According to the results of the
calculation and treatment of vehicle load efects in Section 4, the
ratio of the dimensionless amount of load efects during the
design basis period, KSQ, is taken as the correction factor.

Terefore, based on the above studies and analyses,
the lane loads in the code have been suitably amended.
Tat is when highway bridges are designed for truck-
specifc lanes, appropriately increase the coefcient of the
load pattern in the code to improve the design bearing
capacity of the bridge, and then improve the safety of the
bridge. According to the results summarized in Table 7,
the mean value of KSQ for the bearing section bending
moment is 1.0772. Te vehicle load efect on the bearing
section exceeds the vehicle load efect specifed in the
code and can have an adverse efect on the safety of the
bridge structure in use. Terefore, we recommend that
the standard values of concentrated and distributed loads
in the current design code for highway bridges be

Table 9: Mean value of KSQ for each control section after consolidation.

Lane number Midspan section of side span Midspan section of middle span Pivot section
00105 0.8927 0.7687 1.1806
00107 0.8689 0.7809 1.0592
00108 0.7909 0.7978 1.0861
00110 0.8350 0.7922 1.0595
Average value 0.8469 0.7849 1.077

Table 10: Standard values for vehicle loads in Chinese codes.

Continuous Beam (m) L0≤ 5 5<L0< 50 L0≥ 50
qk(kN/m) 10.5 10.5 10.5
pk 180 4 (40 + L0) 360

Table 11: Suggested values for vehicle loads in the lane for trucks
(road class I load).

Continuous Beam (m) L0≤ 5 5<L0< 50 L0≥ 50
qk(kN/m) 12 12 12
pk 300 20/9 (130 + L0) 400
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increased by 1.1 times and rounded, and the specifc value
criteria are recommended as shown in Table 11.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, based on four mixed passenger car and truck
vehicle load sample data, from which a continuous truck
feet was selected, truck-specifc lane vehicle load model
studies and truck-specifc lane vehicle load adaptability
studies were conducted respectively, with the following
conclusions:

(1) Te data on the mixing of passenger cars and trucks
on the four lanes showed that the number of six-axle
vehicles accounted for the highest percentage of the
total number of vehicles in each lane, and the
number of six-axle heavy-duty overloaded vehicles
accounted for the highest percentage of the total
number of vehicles in each lane. Terefore, it is
necessary to study the impact of six-axle vehicles on
bridges.

(2) Using the current data as a sample, when a highway
bridge is set up with special lanes for trucks, the load
efect generated by the truck feet passing through
the simply supported beam will not exceed the ve-
hicle load efect calculated according to the current
code design load in general. When a truck convoy
passes through a three-span continuous beam, the
vehicle load efect in the midspan of the side span
and the midspan of the middle span section will not
exceed the vehicle load efect calculated by the code
design load in general. However, the efect of the
carload generated at the bearing section exceeds the
efect of the carload calculated according to the
design load of the specifcation. It could adversely
afect the safety of bridge use and endanger the safety
and durability of the bridge structure.

(3) According to the study and analysis of the measured
data, in the case of passenger-car truck separation,
highway bridges in the design of special lanes for
trucks, we recommend that in China’s current
highway bridge design code lane load standard value
based on 1.1 times higher and take the whole.

7. Future Work

Te construction of separated highways for passenger cars
and trucks is conducive to improving the efciency and
safety of trafc and is also the basis for future research on
automated driving lanes. Current research on separated bus-
truck motorways is mainly focused on the feld of trafc
simulation, while the analysis of vehicle loads in the case of
separated bus-truck trafc is almost nonexistent. Te re-
searcher will carry out further research in the following
directions in the coming time.

(1) Trough the analysis of existing data to choose a
more suitable method to obtain more objective,
more scientifc, and reasonable statistical informa-
tion of continuous truck load fow

(2) Calculation of the load efects on bridges with
complex systems and oversized spans

(3) Consider the case of setting up multiple lanes for
trucks and calculate the transverse discount efect,
longitudinal discount efect, and vehicle impact force
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